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1 The Board

The 2nd SID Socket Adapter board performs multiple functions. In the upper part of

the  board,  which  can  be  separated  from the  lower  board,  an  audio  amplifier  is

provided with an "IN2" pin (for the audio out pin of a second SID), and in the lower

part the same "IN2" pin is provided with an additional "CS2" pin (Chips Select) for a

second SID.
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2 Configuration

There are 2 configuration types (solder bridges) on the rear panel:

„SOCKET“   - Sockel Chip Select:  

The "CS2" chip select pin is connected to the Socket (pin 8) 

(Address pins A5 to A9 as well as the 74HC154 are not 

necessary)

„74HC154“   - IC Chip Select:  

The "CS2" chip select pin is connected to the 74HC154. For this 

the pins A5 to A9 have to be connected to the address lines of 

the C64. The 2nd SID then reacts completely automatically to the

SID addresses: D420, D440, D460, D500, D600, D700 
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3 How to use

The following are examples of the use of this adapter board PCB to show how 

flexibly it can be used.

3.1 uHeld64

The 2nd SID socket adapter board is placed as a whole on the uHELD64 mainboard

board (make sure it is well insulated), and pins A5 to A9 (green) are connected to

each other. Additionally the pins AU2, 9V and GND (red) are connected to the upper

keyboard  board  of  the  uHELD64  on  the  backside.  Finally  the  solder  bridge  is

changed from Mono to Stereo on the keyboard board.
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3.2 uBook64

The 2nd SID Socket Adapter board is placed as a whole on the uBook64 board (take

care of good isolation), and the pins A5 to A9 (green) are connected to each other.

Additionally the pins AU2 (yellow), 9V and GND (red) are connected to the uBook64

board. Finally the "Mono" jumper on the left side of the headphone jack has to be

removed.
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